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Abstract. As markets are becoming increasingly saturated, many businesses are shifting their focus to
customer retention. In their need to understand and predict future customer behavior, businesses across
sectors are adopting data-driven business intelligence to deal with churn prediction. A good example
of this approach to retention management is the mobile game industry. This business sector usually
relies on a considerable amount of behavioral telemetry data that allows them to understand how
users interact with games. This high-resolution information enables game companies to develop and
adopt accurate models for detecting customers with a high attrition propensity. This paper focuses
on building a churn prediction model for the mobile gaming market by utilizing logistic regression
analysis in the extended recency, frequency and monetary (RFM) framework. The model relies on a
large set of raw telemetry data that was transformed into interpretable game-independent features.
Robust statistical measures and dominance analysis were applied in order to assess feature importance.
Established features are used to develop a logistic model for churn prediction and to classify potential
churners in a population of users, regardless of their lifetime.
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1. Introduction
Free-to play (F2P) games and other service-based business models are dominant in the online
gaming market today. Within the F2P business setting, instead of charging a single upfront
fee for the game license, companies make money with subscriptions, advertising, or microtransactions from paying players throughout their lifetime as customers [6]. F2P games are free to
download and the developer hopes to generate revenue via in-app purchases and/or advertising
[20]. For this reason, F2P model only works if the first taste that users get is so compelling
that they regularly come back for more [11]. Thus, customer retention is crucial for successful
monetization of a game. Predicting player behavior is one of the central and most common
challenges in game analytics. This is notably due to the mobile F2P section of the game industry being to a degree dependent on predictive modelling to be able to monitor, control and
forecast their revenue flow [27].
In user-oriented game analytics, the most important data source is telemetry. Telemetry is
data, typically digital, obtained over a distance, and in a common scenario of digital games,
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an installed game client is transmitting data about user-game interaction to a collection server,
where the data is transformed and stored in a format that supports rapid analysis and reporting
[10]. Mobile applications and, especially, mobile games are highly integrated into humans’
lives. They are used in different environment, such as home, work, restaurants, offices, public
transport, or “on the go”. For this reason, telemetry is especially beneficial since it provides
the close observation of users in everyday context. Moreover, behavioral telemetry offers highresolution, precise data about how users interact with games and the application of telemetry to
obtain data about in-game and associated behavior from game players has gained substitutional
traction in both the industry and academic sector [9]. Telemetry datasets allow for recording
any user action of interest and capture a full range of temporal characteristics of user behavior.
For example, events such as ”app open”, ”game start”, ”level completed” and ”game end” can
easily be tracked. An event represents a code-path being triggered, but the various behaviors
that want to be studied may be described by several events happening in a particular sequence
or context [8]. Raw telemetry data can be transformed into various interpretable measures
referred as gameplay metrics. Behaviors that are analyzed may be described by several events
happening in a particular sequence or context, so it is useful to be able to tie events together
through common identifiers [8].
The focus of this paper is on building an extended RFM (Recency, Frequency and Monetary) prediction model for churn classification in the field of mobile games by using telemetry
data. The RFM model is extended by incorporating features related to user lifetime, usage
intensity and rewards. The analysis addresses the main problem, establishing a churn prediction model, but also several common issues in churn classification: constructing meaningful
features on the basis of raw telemetry data, handling sparse data, assessing feature importance
in the logit model, building a prediction model with imbalanced datasets and assessing the
model fit. This work relies on using logistic regression for classifying users as churners, because
the use of this method in many applications has shown that it offers a good predictive performance, understandable models, and interpretable log odds ratio to assess the explanatory
variables. Moreover, logit models have several desirable features: logit modelling is well-known,
conceptually simple and frequently used in marketing, especially at the level of the individual
consumer; the ease of interpretation of logit is an important advantage over other methods
(e.g. neural networks); logit modeling has been shown to provide good and robust results in
general comparison studies for churn prediction and it has been shown by several authors that
logit modeling may even outperform more sophisticated methods [5]. Correspondingly, logistic
regression is frequently used for customer churn prediction and proved to be an efficient and
accurate classifier [17, 22, 24].

2. Related work
Churn has been analyzed in a range of industries, most widely in telecommunication sector,
but also in the field of banking and insurance, retail business, internet service providers, service industries, newspaper publishing, P2P networks and online games [14, 15]. Among many
techniques for customer churn prediction modeling that have been proposed over the years,
decision trees, neural networks and logistic regression stand out as the most popular techniques
[12, 14, 23]. Other frequently used approaches include support vector machines, Naive Bayes,
random forests, regression forests, different regression analysis, clustering, ensemble methods
and many more. This plethora of statistical/data mining/machine learning approaches make
it difficult to choose an appropriate model for churn modeling. Considering that the choice
of the method affects the churn modeling, several authors gave guidelines for companies that
are starting up a predictive modeling function. For instance, Neslin et al. [22] proposed logit
and tree approaches as a good starting point. However, in spite of the fact that churn prediction modeling has been extensively researched, no general consensus exists on the performance
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of churn prediction modeling techniques, and there are contradictory results when comparing
such models [31]. Since conflicts often arise when comparing different customer churn prediction
models, the issue of which technique to use remains an open research issue [30].
First two studies investigating churn prediction in F2P games were conducted in 2014
[13, 26]. Hadiji and co-authors defined a range of features (e.g. playtime, session length,
and session intervals) that are generic to games, and evaluated their usefulness in predicting
player churn [13]. They compared a range of different classifiers, including neural networks, logistic regression, naive Bayes and decision trees. They found that in terms of weighted F1-score,
decision trees performed best, followed by logistic regression. Moreover, they showed that usage
frequency, usage intensity and user lifetime stand out as features with the highest importances
for churn prediction. Runge and co-workers [26] focused on predicting churn for high value
players of casual social games. They compared optimal prediction performance of 4 common
classifiers and showed that logistic regression and neural networks outperform decision trees and
support vector machines. Kim and co-workers provided new insights by focusing on new players
[18]. They formally defined churn by using different observation churn prediction periods. For
churn prediction modeling, they utilized logistic regression, gradient boosting, random forests
and two deep learning algorithms, CNN and LSTM. Selection of the optimal algorithm varied
over the games that were included in analysis. Still, since the performance advantage of the
best performing algorithm was not very large compared to any other algorithm, they conclude
that the prediction performance has a little dependency on the choice of the machine learning
algorithm. They also showed that playtime related metrics matter much more than play-score
related metrics for casual games. Casual game players tend to churn very quickly and for this
reason, a challenging problem is to detect churn at an early stage. For instance, Milošević et.al
[21] explored early one-day churn prediction and applied four machine learning algorithms for
the binary classification problem of churn prediction: logistic regression, decision trees, random
forest, gaussian naive Bayes and gradient boosting. Tree-based models mostly outperformed all
other models in terms of AUC and F1 measures where the gradient boosting model performed
best, while decision trees showed the worst results. Logistic regression has shown good performance, considering the simplicity and scalability of the model. Very short-term user behavior
was evaluated by Drachen and co-workers [7] and they revealed that retaining players can be
successfully determined with a short history of behavioral information and using heuristic prediction approaches. Moreover, they suggest that a large part of the value of advanced analytics
in games can potentially be accessed by relying on static heuristic models because these models
are robust, easily understandable and simple to deploy and scale. Several studies have moved
fom the traditional binary classification to evaluating time-to the event, i.e. time to churn.
For instance, Perianez and co-workers [25] modeled the churn behavior for high value players
from the perspective of survival analysis. They treated the churn prediction as a problem of
censored data,where the outcome is the continuous time – the time-to-exit the game. Viljanen
and co-workers [32] analyzed player retention as a duration variable and used total playtimes
of an in-development mobile game with the application of survival analysis. They emphasize
that retention can be quantified as user engagement by employing several duration variables:
playtimes, session lengths, subscription times, and game progression.

3. Methodology
3.1. Data collection
This study builds on the data that was collected in 2018, using randomly selected players of a
F2P online casual game developed and published by Nanobit, Croatia. Dataset was constructed
to simulate a business problem where on a specific date, a selection of active users would be
used to evaluate their churn risk by analyzing their (past) behavior. Active users that are
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at a high risk level could potentially be incentivized to stay in the game by involving them
in different retention campaigns. Here, the target user population is the population of active
users, regardless their lifetime. The dataset was formed by randomly selecting 10 000 users that
had an event recorded on a certain date D1 . In order to eliminate users that have no observable
past activity and engagement, filtering procedures were performed. If users that just registered,
but do not have additional sessions, were kept in the sample, this would skew many variables,
such as user activity or spending and would generate samples with no history observations to be
analyzed. For this reason, users that have experienced the game with at least one session, one
level completed and at least 5 minutes total session duration were kept in the dataset. Focusing
not solely on events recorded, but on usage duration and levels completed is considered as
needful due to the fact that event recording does not necessary imply experiencing the game.
For instance, a user can start a game, and leave it opened while actually doing something
else. This filtering procedure eliminated around 16 percent of users from the dataset, where
11 percent were users with no observable past. This left 8415 users and about three million
events in the sample. During data preparation and, especially, during data cleansing, inaccurate
records were deleted or modified. The main data cleansing procedure refers to calculation of
session duration and number of sessions. Session duration was calculated by evaluating two
events: ”game start” and ”game end”, and parameters that are recording time of these events.
Session duration is defined as a time difference between two consecutive ”game start” and ”game
end” events, where an upper bound on session duration of 10800 seconds was set. Thus, session
durations over 10800 seconds were limited on 10800 seconds. The second modification was set
on calculating the number of sessions. In order to remove irrelevant sessions, when calculating
the number of sessions, only sessions with duration 60 seconds or more were taken into account.
During the observation period of 1 week, tracked events were aggregated on a daily basis for
each user.

3.2. Data transformation
The initial step in developing a customer churn management model is identifying “the best
data”. The quality of the data used in modeling will determine the power and the accuracy of
the model. Since different combinations of data have different analytical power, it is necessary
to determine most suitable data for the analysis being performed. RFM features (Recency,
Frequency and Monetary) proved to be a good source of customer behavior in general [3, 12],
but also in the F2P online gaming market [6, 27]. Recency features are related to the time of
the last usage of the service; frequency features are related to how often the service is used,
while monetary features are related to the total money that the customer has spent on services
over a certain period. In the mobile gaming field, information on user behavior is found in
player’s action log, daily logins, purchases, playtime, and level-ups [2] and there is a simple way
to transform these events into features. For instance, Castro and Tsuzuki propose an approach
where recency would represent a time span since the player’s last game session; frequency
would correspond to the number of game sessions recorded during a predetermined period of
time [6].Moreover, if no monetary value is directly involved, they propose replacing the third
metric by some measure of “intensity” of a past activity such as the sum of all session times
recorded from the player’s past activity. In this research, the RFM framework is extended
with additional features, related to user lifetime, rewards and usage intensity. In this case,
usage intensity observes user activity and engagement relative to user lifetime. As mentioned
before, one of the benefits of the RFMs approach is its simplicity. However, this simplicity
is also one of the major drawbacks, because it can yield exactly the same feature values for
remarkably different playing behaviors [6]. By aggregating (summing) feature values through
the observation period the time aspect is completely neglected.
In this paper, features are derived from six gameplay events: “game start”, “game end”,
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“level-up”, “currency spent”, “purchase completed” and “commercial video watched”. For each
event, different parameters, such as timing and different currency amounts, were being tracked.
Based on these events, a set of features useful for churn prediction was established and presented
in Table 1.
Feature
category

Frequency

Feature [feature label]
# selected for churn model
#Level completed [Lvl N r]
#Session number [Ses N r]
Session length [Ses Len]
Total lifetime session length [Lif eSes Len]
Total lifetime session number [Lif eSes N r]
#Total lifetime levels completed [Lif eLvl N r]

Transformation

Recording
frequency

EMA

Daily

-

Lifetime

#Lifetime in days [Lif e]

-

Monetary
(currency
spent and
purchases)

#Currency 1 spent [C1 Spnt]
Currency 2 spent [C2 Spnt]

EMA

Rewards
(monetary &
non-monetary)

#LTV (lifetime value) [LT V ]
#Commercial watched –currency reward
[Rew sec]
#Commercial watched – rewards in seconds
[Rew cur]
#Days from last session [Rec Ses]
#Days from last level completed [Rec Lvl]

Recency

#Number of days from last currency 1 spent
[Rec C1]
#Number of days from last currency 2 spent
[Rec C2]

Discretized
(payer/
non-payer)
Discretized
(watcher/
non-watcher)
Sum
Discretized
(having/not having
session/level
completed yesterday)
-

Discretized
(having/not having
currency2 spent
yesterday)

End of
observation
period
End of
observation
period
Daily
End of
observation
period
Daily
Daily
End of
observation
period
End of
observation
period
End of
observation
period

Table 1: Constructed features
Features are constructed on the basis of similar research in accordance with data scientists
from the developer company Nanobit. In order to aggregate a series of daily data recorded
during one week into a single indicator while simultaneously incorporating the time effect,
Exponential Moving Average (EMA) was applied. Due to the fact that some users had lifetime
length less than one week, exponential moving average was applied conditional on user lifetime
as defined with:
EM Axt (i) = (xt (i) − EM Axt−1 (i))

2
+ EM Axt−1 (i),
k+1

k = min(6, lif etime(i)),

(1)

where xt (i) is the value of feature x of user i on day t, EM Axt (i) is the value of exponential
moving average value calculated for feature x of user i for day t, where 6-day exponential
moving average was applied if user lifetime is larger than 6, while otherwise the time period
of EMA is limited to user lifetime length. Exponential moving average is weighted toward the
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most recent data and older data become exponentially less important in the average calculation.
Based on features presented in Table 1, three additional features were constructed: mean daily
session length [ADay Ses len], mean daily session number [ADay Ses N r], mean daily levels
completed [ADay Lvl N r]. These features relate three frequency features (total lifetime session
length, total lifetime session number, total lifetime levels completed) to user lifetime in days,
and as such can express usage intensity. Some of the features were discretized due to high
skewness or high sparsity (Table 1). For instance, lifetime value LT V was transformed into
a binary feature that distinguishes payers from non-payers. Selection of features that will
be used for churn prediction was based on feature reliability, which was discussed with the
developer, and examined with the analysis of the raw dataset. Another important parameter
for the selection of features was their theoretical and empirical relation with other features.
Since the construction of all features was based on a raw telemetry dataset that consists of
recorded events, theoretical relation stems from the pure feature design. Empirical relation, on
the other hand, was determined through correlation analysis. For example, EMA transformed
session length [Ses Len] is highly correlated with EMA transformed level completed [Lvl N r]
and due to the fact that capturing and explaining levels completed has a higher reliability than
capturing number of sessions, only Lvl N r was used for churn prediction modelling.

3.3. Churn definition
In non-contractual business settings, such as freemium mobile applications and online games,
customers do not churn through the termination of a contract. Leaving the game or an app
is very easy for players without notifying the firm about their decision. In the field of mobile
games, churn definition usually relies on player absence in an a priori selected period of time. A
player is usually classified as a churner if she/he is not using a game within a given period of time.
Decision of whether a customer has churned or not is quite subjective, and the churn definition
is usually based on heuristic rules set by the industry officials [16]. Thus, churn definitions are
highly influenced by the subjective perception of the modeller who has to decide (inter alia)
on the best suited behavioral measure to evaluate and prediction window size. Duration of the
prediction period may vary between applications, depending on different business goals, where
14 days and 30 days are some typical settings used in industry [19]. This paper focuses on the
engagement-based approach and identifies churners on the basis of their lack of engagement in
a game through completing a level in a game, not solely by their absence. Thus, players are
identified as churners if they have no level completed in the period of 14 consecutive days.

3.4. Building churn prediction model and assessing feature importance
First, features were analyzed based on the notion of explanatory power. The analysis was
based on robust statistical methods that can overcome several issues: high asymmetry level,
outlier presence and heteroscedasticity between churn/non-churn groups. Second, the difference
between churners and non-churners was estimated by calculating robust effect sizes proposed
by Wilcox and Tian [33]. As last, calculated effect sizes were used to rank the features.
Before building the churn prediction model, the dataset was randomly split into train and
test datasets whereas 75 percent of the data were used for training the model. Churn problems
usually introduce imbalanced datasets. This can be handled by different techniques where
most common techniques rely on sampling and follow the basic principle of minimizing or
even eliminating rarity by altering the distribution of training examples [4]. In this work, the
problem of imbalanced dataset was handled by performing random undersampling approach,
which eliminates majority-class examples (non-churners) and results in a completely balanced
dataset.
Strategy for logistic model building relied on identifying the most parsimonious model in
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order to obtain a numerically stable and more easily generalized model. Stepwise logistic regression with forward and backward elimination was applied, choosing the best model according
to the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The model fit was assessed by performing HosmerLemeshow goodness of fit and by the measures derived from classification tables: accuracy,
sensitivity (recall) and by calculating AUC. A special emphasis was put on the sensitivity measure and AUC, due to the fact that classification accuracy can be misleading in the case of
imbalanced datasets.
The importance of each feature in the process of modeling the churn prediction was examined
by applying dominance analysis, which is an intuitive and a straightforward procedure for
determining predictor importance. This type of analysis requires only a measure of model fit
to determine an additional contribution of any given predictor to any specific subset model,
and follows the principle that ”one predictor is more important than another only if it would
be chosen over its counterpart in all subset models” [1]. More specifically, dominance analysis
used in this work relies on conditional and general dominance, which are weaker dominance
types and operate on an “on average” basis. General dominance is calculated as an average of
each feature conditional dominance measures, and features were then ranked according to their
general dominance. The criterion applied was McFadden’s R2 .

4. Results
4.1. Churn vs. non-churn group

Rew cur

Life

C1 Spnt

LTV

Rew sec

Rec Ses

Rec Lvl

ADay Lvl Nr

Rec C2

ADay Ses Len

Rec C1

Ses Len

Lvl Nr

C2 Spnt

ADay Ses Nr

Ses Nr

LifeSes Len

LifeSes Nr

LifeLvl Nr

The engagement churn definition given in 3.3 classified 15 percent of users as churners. For all
examined features, churners and non-churners exhibit significant differences with mostly high
or medium effect sizes as presented in Table 2 where 0.15, 0.35, and 0.50 correspond to small,
medium and large effect sizes, respectively [33]. Long term frequency features have the largest
effect sizes, followed by short term frequency, intensity and monetary features. Compared to
non-churners, churners exhibit lower mean values of all quantitative features except for number
of days from last currency 1 spent.

0.45 0.45 0.44 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.37 0.36 0.35 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.28 0.12 0.12 0.07 0.04

Table 2: Feature effect sizes

4.2. The logit model
In order to completely balance churn and non-churn classes, random undersampling was performed on the train data. This way, the training dataset was formed by taking a random
sub-sample of non-churners from the initial training dataset. Importance of the constructed
features was evaluated by applying the stepwise logistic regression with forward and backward
elimination to several undersampled train datasets. Only significant features were then selected
for examining possible intercorrelations. This was achieved by performing stepwise logistic
regression with forward and backward elimination and all possible intercorrelations included.
This process was repeated after excluding outliers determined on the basis of Cook’s distance.
Model results are presented in Table 3.
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Feature
Intercept
C1 Spnt
Lvl Nr
LifeLvl Nr
ADay Ses Nr
ADay Lvl Nr
Rec C1
LTV
Rec C2
Lvl Nr×LifeLvl Nr
Lvl Nr×Rec C1
ADay Ses Nr×ADay Lvl Nr
C1 Spnt×Rec C2
Lvl Nr×Rec C2
ADay Lvl Nr×Rec
ADay Ses Nr×LTV
C1 Spnt×LifeLvl Nr

Coefficients
1.1670 ***
0.1829 **
−0.6185 ***
−0.0055 **
−0.1165 **
0.2260 *
0.0258 ***
0.0189
−0.8436 ***
−0.0025 ***
−0.0190 **
0.0164 **
−0.1766 **
0.6546 ***
−0.2612 **
−0.1572 **
0.0003

S.E.
0.184
0.066
0.183
0.002
0.045
0.093
0.008
0.249
0.206
0.001
0.007
0.005
0.066
0.182
0.098
0.060
0.001

Table 3: Logit model results (***, **, * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels)
Hosmer–Lemeshow goodness of fit suggests that there is no (strong) evidence on the model
lack of fit (χ2 = 12.7, df = 8, p − value = 0.12). According to classification matrix the accuracy
of the model is 71%, while the sensitivity reaches 73% (Table 4). The ROC curve is presented
on Figure 1 with AUC = 79%. Model performance was evaluated on the test data with the
accuracy of 67% and sensitivity of 73%.

Figure 1: ROC curve
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Predicted / Actual
Non-churn
Churn

Non-churn

Churn

647
288

256
688

257

Table 4: Classification matrix
Logistic model was benchmarked against random forest model based on unbiased trees that
enables learning unbiased forests [28, 29]. The model was built after hyperparameter tuning
on a validation dataset by a grid search and maximizing classification sensitivity. Random
forest model achieved lower values of sensitivity (72%) and AUC (72%), but ahigher accuracy
level (72%). Stepwise logistic regression was also performed on the overasampled train dataset.
Significant features for the stepwise model without interactions were the same as in the undersampled case, but the model with intercorrelations included had higher complexity and a lower
performance.

4.3. Feature importance
Dominance analysis was applied in order to determine importance of features in the churn
prediction model. The importance is firstly asserted separately for different model sizes whereas
the model size indicates the number of features included in the model. This was performed
firstly by calculating additional contribution of each feature in terms of McFadden’s R2 for
different models of the same size, and then averaging calculated values for each feature. The
results are presented by a heatmap on Figure 2.

Figure 2: Average additional feature contribution by level
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Furthermore, general feature dominance is determined by calculating the average of conditional measures for each feature. This is presented in Table 5 where features are ranked
according to their importance. Feature importance ranks are consistent with the robust univariate effect size results examined prior to building the prediction model. Lif eLvl N r and
Rec C2 stand out as the most important features generally dominating other features included
in the churn prediction model.

Table 5: General feature dominance

5. Conclusion
As mobile game markets became increasingly saturated, companies have recognized that increasing the revenue is more likely to come from their existing customer base than from a new
acquisition. One way of preventing the customer churn is to predict it, so retention management
in the gaming industry has shifted its focus the customer churn prediction. Accurate prediction
of customer churn is an ongoing challenge for both gaming industry and academia.
This paper presents a procedure for building a customer churn prediction logit model within
the extended RFM framework for the mobile gaming market. The first step of the procedure
focuses on transforming the raw telemetry data into meaningful game independent features
that can be used for building the churn prediction model within the extended RFM framework. Feature univariate exploratory power is evaluated by applying a robust heteroscedastic
approach. This approach is capable of handling skewed, heavy-tailed features generated from
the raw telemetry data. Based on selected features, a logistic churn prediction model is built
where the feature importance is assessed by dominance analysis. The established logit churn
prediction model proved to be an efficient and accurate classifier, and was benchmarked by a
random forests model.
Besides solely churn prediction, understanding why users churn is another challenging task
in the development of retention campaigns. Consequently, the most important benefit of the
established extended RFM logit model is related to interpretability of constructed features and
classification results. Our analysis showed that users classified as churners tend to have lower
long term and short term engagement and activity, lower engagement intensity and usage intensity, they spend less, and are less interested in performing additional activities in order to
receive rewards. Also, churners have lower median lifetime than non-churners. Differences in
recency depend on the feature examined where the proportion of non-churners that recently
have spent currencies or have completed at least one level, tend to be higher than the proportion of non-churners. On contrary, the proportion of recently active churners is higher than
the proportion of recently active non-churners. The magnitude of these univariate differences
is examined by analyzing robust effect sizes. The results showed that the exploratory power is
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highest for the long-term frequency features, followed by short-term frequency features, intensity features and monetary features. Similar results are obtained when examining the feature
importance for churn prediction models that involve feature combinations. Within the multivariate logit churn prediction model, long term frequency features and recency features stand
out as the most important features for churn prediction, followed by intensity features and short
term frequency features.
Within the vast amount of information and possible reasons that lead to mobile game abandonment, it is crucial to recognize the most important features, especially since some features are
more important than the others in terms of their contribution to churn prediction. Studies on
churn prediction in mobile games have involved various game-dependent and game-independent
features for churn prediction, applied different churn definitions, and utilized different prediction algorithms for different subpopulations of users. Features were rarely categorized into
meaningful groups by their characteristics or on the basis of some framework, and reporting
feature importance is not a norm. Thus, results in terms of the model predictive performance or
feature importance may not be directly comparable. Still, many features can be categorized into
the extended RFM framework for achieving feature importance comparability. Within studies
that have reported feature importance, frequency features were regularly reported as one of the
most important features [7, 13, 18, 25]. Also, recency, lifetime, monetary and intensity features
were distinguished as features with the highest importance [7, 13, 18, 25]. Moreover, intersession
measures related to playtime consistency, such as intersession time, were also reported as highly
important [7, 13]. This opens new challenges in extending the proposed feature framework.
Two main limitations can be singled out within this study: (1) the results presented in this
paper are based on data coming from only a single game; (2) the results presented are based on
a single, arbitrarily chosen churn definition. The second issue is a common situation for churn
prediction analysis in non-contractual settings where churn definitions are highly influenced by
the subjective perception of the modeller. The modeller has to decide on which behavioral
measure and prediction window size to use. Although the proposed extended RFM logit model
proved to be a very good discriminator between churners and non-churners, in order investigate
the full potential of RFM and its extensions, different methods should be tested and different
observation period length should be analyzed.
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